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Martin Mathieu

The purpose of this talk was to review the development of the the-

ory of loal multipliers on C*-algebras sine their ineption about

ten years ago. At the same time it was intended to provide an

overview on the ontents of, and the main ideas in, the forthom-

ing book by Pere Ara (Universitat Aut�onoma de Barelona) and

the speaker [5℄.

Although the onept had made its appearane under the

name `essential multipliers' in papers by Elliott [10℄ and Pedersen

[17℄ in the mid 1970's, the theory did not take o� until the early

1990's when P. Ara and the speaker started their ollaboration

on the subjet. The terms loal multipliers and loal multiplier

algebra were introdued in [11℄ and [12℄. Following the approah

by Ara and Mathieu, the de�nition is made in three steps:

(i) One �rst de�nes the symmetri algebra of quotients Q

s

(A)

of a given C*-algebra A in the sense of Kharhenko, whih

is endowed with a natural involution and order struture;

(ii) Seondly, one identi�es the bounded elements (in the

sense of Handelman-Vidav) within Q

s

(A); these form a

*-subalgebra Q

b

(A), alled the bounded symmetri algebra

of quotients of A, and, using the identity element as an

order-unit, a natural C*-norm on Q

b

(A) is introdued;

1

This survey summarizes two talks delivered at the Centre de Reera
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(iii) The pre-C*-algebra Q

b

(A) is ompleted with respet to its

natural norm to obtainM

lo

(A), the loal multiplier algebra

of A.

At �rst glane, the route via the symmetri algebra of quo-

tients seems to be an unneessary diversion in de�ning M

lo

(A)

when ompared with the more diret de�nition as a diret limit

of the multiplier algebras of losed essential ideals of A, as it was,

e.g., done in the papers by Elliott and Pedersen. It emerged,

however, that it is preisely this `diversion' relying on the purely

algebrai onstrution whih allows to exploit the intimate inter-

onnetion of the algebrai and the analyti onepts, making our

new approah so fruitful. The relation between the two (equi-

valent) de�nitions beomes apparent one one realizes that the

essentially de�ned double entralizers, that are used in de�ning

the elements in Q

s

(A), are not only order-bounded if they lie in

Q

b

(A), but bounded linear operators and hene an be extended

to the losure of the ideal on whih they are de�ned. Sine losed

ideals in a C*-algebra are idempotent, this entails that every suh

bounded essentially de�ned double entralizer e�etively gives rise

to a multiplier of a losed essential ideal of A, providing the link

to the purely C*-algebrai approah.

The �rst breakthrough via this new approah was obtained

in the paper [1℄ in whih the entre of the loal multiplier algebra

ould be desribed by a loal version of the well-known Dauns-

Hofmann Theorem. This result is vital for the de�nition of the

bounded entral losure



A of A, whih is the C*-algebra generated

by A and the entre Z(M

lo

(A)) of the loal multiplier algebra (if,

for simpliity of our disussion here, we assume that A is unital).

The loal Dauns-Hofmann Theorem implies that A 7!



A is in

fat a losure operation and allows the (now obvious) de�nition

of boundedly entrally losed C*-algebras.

It is this lass of C*-algebras that takes the role of von Neu-

mann algebras in the appliations of loal multipliers to operator

theory on C*-algebras. Already in the artiles [10℄ and [17℄, the

motivation for M

lo

(A) had been its usefulness in studying the

question of innerness of automorphisms and derivations of C*-

algebras. A large part of our work (see [5℄) is therefore onerned
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with exploiting the exibility that one gains when working with

loal rather than global multipliers. In partiular, it is possible

to solve far more operator equations (f. [13℄) whih arise very

naturally in many questions onerning the struture of a number

of lasses of operators between C*-algebras, see also [15℄. One

of the many suh instanes is the omputation of the b-norm

of elementary operators in terms of the entral Haagerup tensor

produt [3℄. In the same vein, the approah via non-ommutative

funtional analysis, i.e., ompletely bounded operators, turned out

to be expedient in determining the norm of an inner derivation on

an arbitrary C*-algebra [14℄, [5℄. The result states that, whenever

Æ

a

is an inner derivation on a C*-algebra A (where a an be taken

from the multiplier algebra M(A) of A), there exists a loal mul-

tiplier b 2 M

lo

(A) suh that Æ

a

= Æ

b

and kÆ

b

k = 2 kbk. This

extends the well-known result for von Neumann algebras [19℄ but

it has the further advantage that, in the ase of a unital simple C*-

algebra A, it reprodues the orret statement one would expet,

that is, kÆ

a

k = 2dist(a;C1), whereas the traditional approah via

the universal enveloping von Neumann algebra would fail (unless

the latter is a fator, a rather rare ase).

The symmetri algebra of quotients Q

s

(A) an be thought

of as an in�nite-dimensional non-ommutative analogue of the

onept of the �eld of frations of an integral domain (however,

we even allow the existene of non-zero ideals whih multiply to

zero!). Its purpose is therefore quite the same as the purpose

of the rationals with respet to the integers: we want to �nd

solutions to (multipliative) equations that do not exist in the

domain we started with (here, the original C*-algebra). A fur-

ther ompliation in our situation stems from the possibility that

the solutions one obtains may not be bounded, i.e., may not be

ontained in the bounded symmetri algebra of quotients Q

b

(A).

A general strategy to deal with this problem was termed `beyond

the universe and bak' for the following reason. The loal mul-

tiplier algebra is deemed to be the `universal enlargement' of the

C*-algebra A in whih we (hope to) �nd the solutions to our equa-

tions. In a �rst step, we may only obtain solutions that lie outside

M

lo

(A), `beyond the universe'. Additional arguments are thus
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needed|and fortunately often available|to modify the solutions

in Q

s

(A) to `bring them bak' to the loal multiplier algebra. This

tehnique, �rst exploited in [2℄, is used over and over again in [5℄.

In the early 1960's, Herstein initiated a programme in whih

he asked for a struture theory of Lie mappings (i.e., Lie deriv-

ations and Lie homomorphisms) on assoiative rings. Progress

on these questions was made by Martindale by introduing the

so-alled Martindale ring of quotients, a one-sided version of the

symmetri ring of quotients. For a state-of-the-art aount of

these problems in the situation of prime rings, we refer to [8℄, and

for semiprime rings to [7℄. The struture results for Lie isomorph-

isms seemed to imply that, in the ase of C*-algebras, automati

ontinuity modulo the entre should be a onsequene. This was

reently veri�ed in [9℄ and, with a muh simpler proof, in [5℄; the

latter argument an in fat be adapted to over the ase of arbit-

rary Banah algebras [6℄. This is of partiular interest to us sine

the Lie struture is trivial on ommutative C*-algebras, hene Lie

mappings genuinely fall into the realm of non-ommutative fun-

tional analysis.

Having disussed some of the appliations of loal multi-

pliers in operator theory, we took a glimpse into the future. Of

ourse, there are a lot of open questions arising from our invest-

igations in [5℄. Some of them onern the struture of the loal

multiplier algebra itself, thus taking us bak to a theme on whih

we worked at the beginnings. In [4℄, the �rst non-trivial examples

of C*-algebras whih have a simple loal multiplier algebra were

obtained. From these a muh further ranging problem arises:

Under what onditions will M

lo

(A) be simple? Given the rather

intriate appliation of non-stable K-theory in [4℄, the answer to

this question is expeted to be not easy.

Among the open problems in operator theory on C*-

algebras onneted with loal multipliers is the longstanding

question, �rst raised in [17℄, whether every derivation of a C*-

algebra beomes inner in the loal multiplier algebra. Pedersen's

positive answer for separable C*-algebras is disussed in detail

in [5℄, and there have been further speial ases overed reently

[16℄, [18℄. However, only the answer in full generality would unify
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the lassial results for von Neumann algebras by Kadison and

Sakai and simple C*-algebras by Sakai obtained in the 1960's and

1970's, respetively.

There seems to be enough work left over in this area for the

next ten years.
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